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A window is used to jut out of the room; it is an opening in the wall for fresh air to come inside the
room with a good passage of light. Every house is built with various types of windows which add
charm and elegance to the overview. Windows are held by frames which contain wood, glass, fiber
or steel. Wooden windows are less costly and are easily available in the market, and give a
traditional look in the homes. Windows are generally used for ventilation and to keep a check on
inclement of weather. Depending upon the type of window you can make a boring and dull room into
a room that gives a curb appeal.

Wood windows can be made from any type of wood since it is natural and can be taken from
different types of trees. It can be painted in any type of color which can match your exterior view of
the home. Botanically wood is divided into two categories, such as soft wood and hard wood. Soft
Wood comes from needle leaved tree, whereas hard wood comes from evergreen brad leave tree.

Maintain Them:

Windows made of wood can be easily installed but handle it with cotton gloves. Do not keep your
hand on the uninstalled window since it is susceptible to dirt and oil. Proper cleaning of the windows
on regular basis preserves them for longer time. Wood gets degraded by time,  you can have a
healthy home by replacing and resealing the windows made of wood that have mold problem, and
proper installation and maintenance do not allow any heat loss if the same quality of glass is used.

Repair Them:

Windows made of wood can be made in different styles and in many shapes and sizes. It is divided
into three types Cosmetic repairs, Glass repairs and Operational repairs.

â€¢	Cosmetic repairs are used for sashes and frames. If an older sash gets rot need to be replaced.

â€¢	Glass repairs need older pane wood windows to be replaced by new glass and the sealing of glass
should be done by professional window repairer.

â€¢	Operational repairs are used for casement, awnings type of windows.

Many homeowners opt for wooden windows since they give a classic appearance with high quality
and can be made as per your choice and available according to the taste, style and configuration
which you would like or imagine. The windows may have flexibility and cladding option that may be
free of maintenance for the exteriors and to match the decor of the room with the interiors, it can be
stained or painted as you wish for your home. These windows are environmentally friendly, and
pose no threat to human health.
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Hamilton Lee - About Author:
Hamilton Lee is a specialist in a wood windows and doors that play an important role in beautifying
your home. His website offers a wooden windows with the most up to date technology. If youâ€™re a
great admirer of such windows, visit the site immediately.
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